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The problem of how “near“ we can come to a n-coloring of a given graph is investigated. 
I.e., what is the minimum possible number of edges joining equicolored vertices if we color the 
vertices of a gilen graph with n colors. In its generality the I,roblem of finding such an optimal 
color assignmer:t tc, the vertices (given the graph and the number of colors) is NP-complete. For 
each graph G, however, colors can be assigned to the vertices in such a way that the number of 
offending edges is less thaq the total number of edges divided by the number of colors. 
Furthermore, an (Y(epn) deterministic algorithm for finding such an n-color assignment is 
exhibited where e is the number of edges and p is the number of vertices of the graph 
(e 3 p is n ). A priori solutions for the minimal number of offending edges are given for complete 
graphs: similarly for equicolored K,,, in KP and equicolored graphs in KP. 
In order to facilitate meetings at international summit conferences, simultane- 
ous translations Gught to be provided for each pair of nonequilingual participants. 
What is the maximal number of translators pcssibly needed for p persons, each 
speaking one out of n distinct tongues, under the assumption that everybody may 
talk to everybody else at the same time. (Situations like that seem to be one of the 
reasons why la;*ge meetings function badly-even without the language barrier). 
The guestion as,ks for the maximally possible number of edges connecting distinct 
colored vertices in “n-colorings” of &, the complete graph on p vertices. In the 
sequel we shall assume the graph theoretical terminology and notation of Ilarary 
IX 
An t2 -c&ring of a graph C == (V, E) is a partition of V in disjoint subsets 
v,, VJ, . . . , V, such that no element of E belongs tQ Uy= 1 vi X v. 
number n such that an aq-coloring is possible is called its chr~~?tid: 
Given some partition “ar of V into V,, V2, . . . , Vn t 
is a measure of 
x(G) = n’s n then th\ ie 
*A ~relimi?~a~y version appeared as 
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always is a partition such That the 12: 0 is 1. viz. \ /I = V ant. VZ, V3,. . . , V” = 8,. 
In this paper we investig ate ah.2 fc i owing question: given a graph G and an 
integer n what is the infirnum of tn. above ratio and for TNhat partition 7t is it 
reached if the partition ranges over rll possibilities. Therefore we introduce the 
following: 
Let G =z ( V, E) be a gra+h and let 7r be a partition of V in disjoint 
subsets V,, I;;, . . . . 1’“. The numbe.1 of bad edges in G with respect to r is 
and the rrumb~:r of gooc/ edges in (.’ is 
C(G, T) = #E--B(G, z). 
The 11 -c&t& Wy drstarace of G is 
d(G, Y) = inf B(G, r)/#E 
‘rr 
and the n-colorability cwficient of I(-! is 
c(G, II) = l--&G, n). 
Clearly, c(G, 1) = 0 and c(G, ~(a”;)) == 1; c(G, pz) is strictly increasing on the 
interval [ I, x(G)] and c(G, n) = 1 for n a x(G). It is well known that c(G, 5) = 1 
for all planar graphs G and by the czl;I.imed proof of Haken and Appel of the four 
color conjecture c(G, 4) = 1 for all f* anar graphs G. 
The notions outlined above have t li:etl used (at least imp1 icitly) in the const:uc- 
tion of course schedules and minin, 1za%%tbr1 of conflicts therein (a conflict b&-r? 
represented by an edge joining co\. r-ses which cannot be held simultane~:~usly). 
However, there usually heuristic m tth4s ar: elaborated while we propose to 
look at the problem frorr a more tht=orc:tical point of vieu. In the following we 
show that finding c(G, fi j is NP c(.;mplete and give an O@(s) deterministic 
algorithm to find c(G, n) and the cl‘ rre?ponding vertex partition where 1::) is a 
Stirling number of the s\k:cond kini. We exhibit an O(e,pn) deterministic al- 
gorithm which for a graph G wit? t’ edges and p venices always finds an 
n-partition of the vertices :;~uch t at ,lle t Atio of bad edges to the total number of 
edgts is less than I/r;:. A .pr:ori solutii ins I: 3 c(G, n) are given for the c>Ase where 6 
is a compltte graph and similar prob+:ms about the number of equicolored K,, in 
K, and equicolored graphs in Kp art imestigated. 
o determine the n -colorability co :+iYici ?nt c(G, M) in general is a 
roblem is hard in a precisely 1 lefir e3 sense of being about 
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The problem of determining the n-colorability coefident of a graph G 
is iVP-complete if 
by a nondetewninistic algorithm in time poly.romial in the size 
of the problem statement, and 
(ii) every problem for which (i) holds can be reduced by a deterministic 
algorithm in time polynomial in the size of the problem statement o the problem 
at hand. 
The fact that a problem is NP-complete therefore means roughly that it is at 
least as difficult as anyone in a large class of knc wn o8icult problems, for which 
the best known algorithms have a running time which is exponential in the size of 
the problem statement (in the worst case). For more precise information on the 
theory of such intractable problems, viz., the theory of .W-completeness, we refer 
to (3arey and Johnson [4]. 
ad (i): For each integer b, 0 G b c Q, and G a graph on p vertices, we can 
*‘guess” nondeterministically in poly&lomial time whether there is an n-color 
assignment realizing b bad edges. Since there are at most (2”) edges in G, we have 
10 repeat this procedure for b = 0, 1,2, . . . , B, 0 s B < (I;), with B the number of 
bad edges realizing c(G, n), for the algorithm to return an affirmative answer. 
+ Later we bill see that always 13 <i ,“)/n.) Hence ~((13, n), and also a n-color 
:issignment which realizes it, can be foamd by a nondeterministic algorithm in time 
polynomial in p, i.e., the problem is ir, NP. 
ad (ii): If we can reduce a problem, which is known to be NP-complete, 
deterministically in polynomial time to our problem, we know that (ii) holds. It is 
known that to determine the chromatic number of a graph is NP-complete. Since 
c(G, n) = 1 together with c(G, n - I) c 1 implies x( 6) = n, determining c (G, 2)* 
c*(G, 3), . . . , c(G, x(G)) = 1 yields x(G). Since also x(G) < p9 for p the number of 
vertices in G, any algorithm to determine c(G, n) can be used to determine x(G) 
by running it with n = 2,3, . . . , p, i.e., at the cost of at most a multiplicative factor 
df order p overhead, and we have reduced the problem of determining x(G) to 
the problem of determining c(G, 2), c(G, 3), . . . , c(G, p). Hence to determn-re the 
n-colorability coefficient is NP-hard, i.e., (ii) holds. Cl 
b’sing the Nf -comp?eteness of deter r+nifi 4 the c~yo~~atic ~~~l~~e~ for 
restricted classes of graphs, cf. Garey and Johnsm4 [ a si~~~i~a~ poof yields that 
already the ~~ro~~e~?l of ~ete~~~~~~e ~(6, 3), with 13 a planar graph with no vrtex 
degvee exceeding A+ is -rompEete. 
general cd,, cp Frc sumably require I- chc citing all possibilities. efraining from doub- 
lures libe isomoCp;;ic partitions f (2.. iu is easily seen that checl:ing all elements in 
W={{1~1}‘~{2j41,2)‘~{1~’ .I ~(‘L~l,2,...,yl}inIi,-ti2C..*t in=p--n 
sufices, the interpretation bein;.; that each c!lement of the abiove set denotes a 
different assignment of n colors *o the ordered set of p vertices of the graph G. If 
we denote the cardinality of tht: above set by S(p, n) we see that 
s(p. nj = c 
i ,+i2 t. . . 
il. 12.. . 
+i,=p--r 
. , i,, 2-O 
By I:xpansion 1 If generating fiJrl&on.I c we note that S( p, 11) is lencrated by 
1 
2.2 
_--- C, Stp, nYn 
(l-z)(l-2t~~‘~(l-r~~~~ P’_ 
anti by [6, ch. IV] 
--- 
“’ 
where {I: \ is a Stirling number of the second kind. Hence S(p, n) ={“,> and since 
the5,e 9 irling numbers can be expressed as: 
P il n =yInf (-l)l(~~)ip . i =O 
we infer that {E]<P/n!. (For further. fact:? concerning Stirling numbers see the 
above reference.) 1.n [l] an (J({;:}) 4A1qcrithnl is described for generating the 
sequence c->f n-partitions W by+ one or xv:) digit changes (changes in the color 
assignment of a sinl;le vertex or two vertices in the graph). Hence an algorithm to 
determine c( 6, n ) wol+ks as f~~llows (wlhc re we write the algorithms in self- 
txpianstory pidgin ALGOL): 
nitiate with partition no and cornpu~~ B(G, T,,); 
(G, +IT(!); d, : -= d, .= 0; T-r:== n,.; 
wlzile not all partition0 have ken genera: zd 
do generate neiv partition 72,+, f!t’311’1 7Ti 
using PARTEXACT from [ 1-1 
0, ,2 : I= nuinber of bat! edger incident 
on the one or two v(srtkes changing 
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fi 
Qd 
# c( G, n) : = 1 - Min B/#E and v contains the corresponding n.-color assignment 
6. 
Since there are at most p - 1 edges incident on a vertex, computing !I ;and d2 
takes Q(p) time; the condition in the if statement can be satisfied at most O($) 
times since the number of bad edges is decreased by at least 1 each, time. 
Therefore we have (since PARTEXACT runs in time 0((L))) LL total time of 
O( p)O({ff}) + O( p’)O( p)O( n ) for the algorithm. Hence: 
earem 3. There is an algorithm which determines c(G, n) for a graph G on p 
vertices in (deterministic) time S(p{E}). 
At this point we should contrast our approach with that of Garey and Johnson 
[3]. Faced with a computaticnally intractable problem, it is a practical approach to 
relax the optimality constraint. Instead of requiring an optimal coloring one 
might, for instance, be willing to settle for a coloring which uses “close” to the 
optimal number of colors. It has been shown in [3], however, that to find an 
n-coloring of a graph G is still NP-hard for all n < R(G) + d for constant d and 
r < 2. We havl: relaxed the optimality constraint in the other way. Faced with the 
problem of tinding an n-coloring of G, where n might or might not be suffi(:ient 
for finding a “true” n-coloring, we settle for an assignment of the given n colors 
to the verticc:s of G such that the number of offending edges is minimal. We have 
showir that I his problem too is NP-hard. It will now appear that, given G and n, 
we can alNays find a color assignment for which the number of bad edges is less 
than or equal to l/n-th of the total number of edges e in G and that t!-‘ere is an 
O(epn) deterministic algorithm to find this color-assignment. 
. d (G, n) s I/n for all graphs G. 
. Let a vertex u of color j be connected by xi edges with vertices of color 
s i, j S l-2. Let Xmin = min, siGn (X }. AS 'long as Xi > x,,~” for some vertex u the 
number of bad edges czn be decreased by c%angirag t e color of u to i for some 
X* = Xnrin. Hence we can assume that for a partition 
are colored lin s ai w2.y that the nu 
is kss than or 1 to degree(v)/rz, 
licit i_3 the previous 
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. (A, p, n ).ji We assume that G is ; railable as a vertex adjacency 
matrix A[ 1 : p, I : p] of dimension p x p and that I colors are used. Furthermore, 
we dispense with declarations. b 
Initialize: for i from I lSy 1 to p 
do last:= 1 ; 7r[i]:= 1; 
for j fr IIVI 1 by 1 to p 
~lo if j S 12 then I>[ i, j] : - 0 fi; 
if NkjlfO 
then (A[i, last]: = i; last: = last -I. 1) 
fi 
Cd; 
D[i, I]: = degree[i]: = last - 1; 
PAin[ i, l] : = 0; Min[r’, 21: = 2 
od; i:= I; check:= p; 
f Now A[i, i]. 1 s i d p and 16 j s degree1 i] c : ntains the number of the jth 
vertex connected with vertex i. nfi] contains th;: color of vertex i and all vertices 
are colored initially with color 1. D[i, c] con1 ains 1 he number of edges connecting 
Lertex i with vertices of color C; Min[i 11: = inf,,,,,, D[i, c] and Minli. 2] 
t hc associated color c. 1 5 i s p. g! 
L oop: while i f check 
do while D[i, ~[i]] > Min[i, l] 
do c: =- n[i]; r[i]: == Min[i, 21; 
6~ j f~ovrz 1 by 1 to degree[i] _ 
do DLA[i, j], c]: = D[A[i, j], cl- 1: 
D[.A[i, j], r[i]]: = D[A[i, j , r[ iJ+ 1; 
if Min[A[i, j], l] > D[A[i, 1, c] 
then (Min[A[i, j], l]:= Mir [A[,, j], I]- 1: Min[A[i, j], 2]:== c) 
else if Min[A[i, j], 2]= ~[i: J 
hen if ,D[A[i, j], k] = inf,, qS,, (D[A[i, j], S-J) 
then (Min[A[i, ij I]: = D[A[i, i], k]; 
Miin[A[i, j], 21: = k) 
fi 
fi 
fi 
od; check : =I i 
od; 
[ := if i = p 
then 1 eIsi: i + 1 
fi 
Cl a; 
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6 The loop checks cyclically over all vertices whether a change in color of a single 
vertex can decrease the number of bad edges; if so all relevant variables are 
updated in accordance with the new color assignment. If the loop is executed p 
times without the main condition being satisfied the program terminates. The 
array w contains the resulting color assignment and the number of bad edges is 
Time unalysis of AZgorithm il. Initialize runs in time 6(p2). The condition in the 
main loop can be fulfilled at most e = #E(G) times since the number of bald edges 
is decreased by at least 1 each time. Each vertex has degree (p). h~oki~~g for the 
infimum of rt elements takes at most n comparisons. Hen the total algorithm 
runs in 0(p*) + (p)O(n). Assuming without loss of generality that e > p > p2 
WC have: 
5. There is an algorithm which colors thz p vertices of a given grqk G 
wit/b n colors such that for the resulting partition T- it holds that B(G, n)/e == ! In. 
wirh e = #E(G), and which runs in deterministic time 6(epn). 
Clearly, Algorithm II can only be guaranteed to find local optima of 
B( G, rr)l#E(G) (with variable T) with respect to single vertex color changes, in 
view of the fact that to find d(G, n) is NP-hard. 
It should be noted that for finding an optimal n color assignment o the vertices 
of a graph G only those 1 ertices have to be considered which have degree an, 
since the vertices of lesser degree can always be colored so that they ‘nave no 
incident bad edges. Therefore, we assume that G has more than $zp edges, and 
Algorithm II runs in time 0(e*). 
. d (G, n) < l/r’d for all graphs G. 
. Suppose we have found a (sub) optimal at color assignment o the vertices 
of G using Algorithm II. On termination of Algorithm II preciselq one of the 
following assertions must be true. 
there is a ‘;rertex u in G so that 
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Let the color of a given vertex v be i. Then v is connected with vertices 
u1, 02, * * *, uq of color j, jf i’ and q - de ire e v)/n. Each vertex vr, 1 s 2 s q, is 
connected with vertices u, I_+,, vfl, . . . , uL t If ( c lor i, with ml = degree(q -- 1. 
Changing the color oIf v to j keeps the r umber of bad edges incident on ZJ, and 
therefore in G, invariant. (The color than :e subtracts 1 from the number of bad 
edges mcident on each i-colored neighbor of 2’ and adds li to the number of bad 
edges incident on each j-colored neighbo: cf II.) Now for each vi, 1 s I+?, the 
number of i-colored neighbors equals (de grk e (v&z) - 1 while the number of j- 
colored neighbors equals (degree (v&z) t 1. Hence, changing the color of I!+, for 
some 3,l s I s 4, from j to i reduces the mm oer of bad edges incident on y to 
degreei oJn - 1, i.e., reduces the total number of bad edges in G by 2. 
Therefore, d(G, n) 6 l/n -2/#E, where I: is the set of edges of G. 0 
Following the ideas sketched in the aboXl’e proof it is easy to improve Algorithm 
II, while keeping the same time complexiQ’, so as to yield an n-color assignm.ent rr 
such that B(G, T) < #E/n. (We conjectt se that for a graph G on p vertices 
d (G, n) s d( Kp, n). The exact val:le of dr KP9 I1) shah be determined in the next 
section.) 
Thesrerrm 7. There is an algorithm which COZOKS the p vertices of a gillen graph CL 
with n co?ors such that for the resulting p zrtitbn T it holds that B(G, v)/e l : l/n, 
with e = #E(G), and which runs in time 13(epj). 
3. u-Colorability of complete Igraplhs 
Although the problem of finding the n-colorability of arbitrary graphs is 
difficult we can say more for certain cla: ses of graphs, e.g., c( G, n) = 1 if G is 
planar and n 2 4. For the class of complt :te graphs we can give an exhaustive P 
r riori solution since all vertices are inter4 :hang.eable. 
Let 7r be a lx-partition of ‘V(K,). Ther , assuming (t) = 0 if x < y, 
S(K,, 7r)= i (“:j 
i-1 - 
if T partitions V(K,) in (notempty) sets of cardinality tinI, m2, . . . , m,. Since 
we hawc (if [ 1 and [ 1 denote the lower 2 nd upper i ltegral part, respectively). 
a 1. inf, B(&, n) = &I - Lr) [~/II] 2 - - r [p, n.1 2 - p) where r is the remainder 01’ 
pln. 
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Proof. Let ypt be the smallest integer out of m,, rn2, . . . , m, & mi = p. Then, 
n 
c mF= i (m+(mi-m))2 = i (m2+2(r~-m)m-l-(~-m)2) 
i=l i=l ii 1 
which IS minimal for (mi - m) E (0, I_) for all i. i G i c n. Hence a parti&sr w of p 
into ml, m,, . . . , m, = [p/n1 and m,,,, ~ab+~, . . . , m, = lp/nj yields a minimal 
c 
n i-1 mF* c] 
C@rOuarY 9, inf, WK,, In) = (p(p - n) - r(r - n))/Zn (Substitute (p/n - r/n) for 
Lphl and (p/n +(n - r)ld for [p/~l in Lemma 8.) 
TheoremlO. d(Ki,,n)=(p+r-n)(p-; \/np(p - 1) where r is the rema inde;- of p/n. 
Clearly, lim,, d(&, n) = l/n and, furthermore, for n = 2 d(s) is nonc4ecreasing 
in p and c?ssumes identical values for consecutive odd-even p’s In general: 
Lemma 11. Let n a2 be j&d. 
(i) diK,, n)< l/n for ~111 p. 
(ii) d(\Ki,,+rF n)< d(K,,,, cl, nt for 0~ r< n - 1; d(Kh+n_l, n) = d(&,+,, n). 
Proof. (i) By Theorem l& 
(ii) Assume that d(K,,‘+,.n)7=d(K,,+,+,,n) for some n>2,1~4 and r,Ocr< 
n - 1. By Theorem 10 we have 
(In+2r-n)ln ++2r+2-n)tn 
n(~n+r)(In+r-I)~;t?lri+r+l.)(Zn+r) 
which leads to ran - 3: contradiction. Similarly we prove the remaining 
inequalities/equalities. CI 
e. The Erdos-graph [Z] has the mathematicians for its vertices; two 
are joined by an edge if the corresponding mathematicians have co- 
authored at least one joint paper. What is the size of a possible clilqlue in the 
ErdGs graph in which the number of edges joining equal sexes equals the number 
of edges joining opposite sexes and which clique cont&s 4% more male than 
female mathematicians? (The latter male predominance corresponds to nature’s 
bias towards male births). From Theorem 10 we infer that the sizs of this chquc is 
625, viz. 325 males and 360 fe = 3.8% instead of 4% yields r:he 
ominous clique I&+ 
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The number of equkolored K,,, in I & i, , for a partition 7~ of p in 
m,, m, . . . , m,, equal to 
n m.i a f (assuming 'X i=l m 0 = 0 for x .: y). Y 
The ratio of equicolored IS,, to the total nr imbcr of K,,, in KP is 
T!IC total number of equicolored com.plet: gl aphs in a partition 7r of p in 
rri 1, rn,, . . . , m, is given by 
112, 
1 
iii(.) 
11’1 ! 
and the ratio to the total number of co,mple :e subgraphs is given by 
Similarly, the number of equicollored subgrapt s in K, for a partition Tr is given by 
I iI 1 
1~ !rere f(j) is the number of graphs on j vertices. 
2. FOP all above expressions with a .givzn n (and WI if relevant) the 
infimum 1s reached for a partition of V&J in V,, Vz, . . . , V,, of cardinality 
trl,. 1~~. . . , t)t, where mi, m2, . . . , m,. = [p/n1 and m,. 1, m,-, 2, . . . , ml,, = LplnJ 
wlrere r is ttz2 remaider of p/n. 
_et 77 be a partition of p in m;, m,, . . . , ml,, 2nd let m’= 
:nin{ MI,. ‘71,. . . . , ttl, >. Then, if t/l, = M’ + ji \C hi.ve 
n ci tn ’ -t ji nt ’ -~ ji m ’ -t ji - 1 mp + 1 m’ = -- . --_____. . . . 
I I t?i 1 m’+i,-m m’fj, -1 --m m ’ + 1 - m 132 
which is minimal for ji E (0, I} for all i, 1 s i s n, since (m’ 
all X. It ic easy to see ~“i it all expressions alluded to in 
mi13imum if t+is partku!ar one does so. U 
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er of distinct labelled graphs over j vertices is found by noting that 
er resent or absent. ence this number is 2’1) - 1 (if 
we exclude the empty graph). The number of equicolored graphs in I$, for a 
partition 7r of p into ml, wt2, . . . , m, is therefore given by 
and by Lemma 12 and the previous discussion we have 
3. 
1. 
Tke minimum number of equicolored graphs in an n-par&h: of Kp is 
given b) 
I 
/ 
r 
-f+’ (2(;)_ 1) (w/n + l)+(n_r,(p In 
i-1 i j=l 
(2(4) _ 1) ((p - d/n). 
i 
Siimilarly, we determine the formulas for the infima of the other expressions 
occurring above. 
versions 
In several applied situations, such as the construction of course schedules and 
D 
even in problems connected l;vith efficient code generarion in compiler construc- 
tion, we meet weighted versions of our original probiem. Tha? is, the graph G 
under consideration has weighted edges, the weights being choserl. from sorre set 
S = integers, rationals, reals, or their positive subsets, and we ask for a ti -rtit on of 
the set of vertices V into n (nonempty) subsets V,, k;, . . . , V, such that 
c weight(x) 
XEi),m , v,xv, 
is minimal. Assuming that the model of computation is able to distinguish which 
of 2 color assignmenus i  the better one, it is easy to see that algo:ithm I in Section 
2 also holds for the weighted versions. We have to modify the al ;orithm so that it 
uses the sum o< weights of bad edges incident on a ,.,ertex) inst 
numbe:*. T;‘le problem a fortiori is also IV -hard, viz., take the set S = 
also in NP” 
P. v3 
thl,:ir commer ts. 
PI 
PI 
131 
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